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The Soft Science of Road Racing MotorcyclesAcrobat Books, 1986

	If your intention is to improve, not just pick up some "tricks," you
	should understand exactly what is going on with the most mportant part
	of the riding package, the rider. After all. whether your bike works well
	or not is measured in ten/thousandths of inches and millimeters, that's
	how far machine technology has...
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Mastering Parallel Programming with RPackt Publishing, 2016

	Master the robust features of R parallel programming to accelerate your data science computations


	About This Book

	
		Create R programs that exploit the computational capability of your cloud platforms and computers to the fullest
	
		Become an expert in writing the most efficient and highest...
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CompTIA A+ Practice Tests: Exam 220-901 and Exam 220-902Sybex, 2017

	Bring your A game to the CompTIA A+ Certification exam


	Practice tests are an excellent way for certification candidates to prepare for taking exams, and the well-crafted questions and detailed answers you'll find inside will help give you the confidence to succeed on exam day. With 100% coverage of Exam 220-901 and Exam...
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Practical Text Mining with Perl (Wiley Series on Methods and Applications in Data Mining)John Wiley & Sons, 2008
Provides  readers  with  the  methods,  algorithms, and  means  to  perform  text  mining  tasks
This book is devoted to the fundamentals of text mining using Perl, an open-source programming tool that is freely available via the Internet (www.perl.org). It covers mining ideas from several perspectives—statistics, data mining,...
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Fourier Transform Methods in FinanceJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	In recent years, Fourier transform methods have emerged as one of the major methodologies for the evaluation of derivative contracts, largely due to the need to strike a balance between the extension of existing pricing models beyond the traditional Black-Scholes setting and a need to evaluate prices consistently with the market...
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The Ultimate Web Marketing GuideQue, 2010

	EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT WEB, MOBILE, & SOCIAL MARKETING!

	
		
			Your expert, up-to-the-minute, A-Z reference & how-to guide

	
	
		
			Choose the right goals, media, & tools

	
	
		...
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Six Rules for Brand Revitalization: Learn How Companies Like McDonald' Can Re-Energize Their BrandsPearson Education, 2009

	Are you responsible for reinvigorating your brand to achieve enduring profitable growth? Or for keeping your still-strong brand from fading in relevance and value? This extraordinary book teaches the invaluable lessons of one of the most successful brand revitalization projects in business history: the reinvigoration of...
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Bayesian Statistics the Fun Way: Understanding Statistics and Probability with Star Wars, LEGO, and Rubber DucksNo Starch Press, 2019

	Fun guide to learning Bayesian statistics and probability through unusual and illustrative examples.

	

	Probability and statistics are increasingly important in a huge range of professions. But many people use data in ways they don't even understand, meaning they aren't getting the most from it. Bayesian...
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Complete Web Monitoring: Watching your visitors, performance, communities, and competitorsO'Reilly, 2009
Do you really understand your online presence? Are you confident that visitors can use your website? Do you know their motivations? How do online communities perceive your company? To innovate and adapt your business quickly, you must know the answers to these questions. Complete Web Monitoring demonstrates how to measure every aspect of your web...
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Your Body: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2009
What, exactly, do you know about your body? Do you know how your immune system works? Or what your pancreas does? Or the myriad -- and often simple -- ways you can improve the way your body functions?


 
 This full-color, visually rich guide answers these questions and more. Matthew MacDonald, noted author of Your Brain:...
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How to Measure Anything: Finding the Value of Intangibles in BusinessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Anything can be measured. This bold assertion is the key to solving many problems in business and life in general. The myth that certain things can't be measured is a significant drain on our nation's economy, public welfare, the environment, and even national security. In fact, the chances are good that some part of your life...
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Green Tech: How to Plan and Implement Sustainable IT SolutionsAMACOM, 2009
“Green” is a feel-good term. It has positive, earth-friendly connotations, often without much specificity—perfect for marketing purposes. Sustainability, on the other hand, is something we can measure and manage. We are sustainable when our use of resources does not permanently deplete or damage our supply, including natural...
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